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Editor’s view
We are at the final stage for the preparation of the 25th CIPA International
Symposium. Alex Yen, the Symposium Director, and his team are doing an
excellent job to have a successful and fruitful event.
In the sixth newsletter we are covering various cultural heritage activities but also
views from individuals. We are also providing space for international workshops
and events taking place this coming summer. CIPA is also organising a summer
school on “Cultural Heritage 3D Surveying and Modelling”, 12-19 July 2015,
Paestum, Italy. Finally, we are promoting our sustaining members; their support is
so important for CIPA.
As the editor of the CIPA newsletter, I would like to invite you once again to send
anytime your work related to cultural heritage. Please just send it; it will be
considered for the next issue.
Taking this opportunity, on behalf of the CIPA Executive Board, I would like to
invite you participate in our 25th CIPA International Symposium, Taipei, 31 Aug.
2015- 4 Sep 2015. We are looking forward to welcoming you at this important
event for the cultural heritage community.
Enjoy reading our new CIPA newsletter!
Stratos Stylianidis
stratos@geoimaging.com.cy

CIPA 25th International Symposium
This event has received the support of the Taipei city government, minister of
culture, minister of science and technology, China University of Technology, and
numerous other sponsors. There will be 10 keynote speakers attending this
symposium, including: Gustavo Araoz (President of ICOMOS), Chen Jun
(President, Council of ISPRS); Professor Bonnie Burnham (President and CEO of
World Monuments Fund); and Rohit Jigyasu (President, ICOMOS International
committee on Risk Preparedness (ICOMOS-ICORP).
In addition, the ISC had received more than 200 papers and abstracts. Thanks to
all colleagues whom have helped the ISC perform the necessary peer-reviewing.
Results of the peer-review will be announced by the end of May.
The organizing committee would like to invite all distinguished colleagues to attend

CIPA2015, from the week beginning August 31st ~ September 4 in Taipei. You will
enjoy comfortable weather and warm welcomes from the heart of Asia.
Please do not forget to register before July 25 and receive an early bird discount
by registering before May 25th.

Alex Ya-Ning YenChair, Organizing Committee CIPA2015
alexyen@cute.edu.tw

Articles & Views
Gallipoli and Waterloo - Rembering the mattles
Battlefield Archaeology Studies Ancient Conflicts

Battlefields belong to our cultural heritage, and they preserve material remains of
past human conflicts. War is unfortunately a continuous phenomenon in various
parts of the world, and it is not only causing the irreplaceable losses of human
lives but it is also currently destroying our common cultural heritage. Archaeology
is tracing the origins of war. When was the war invented? Was there a primeval
time without war, when we were hunter-gatherers – a kind of paradise time?
This year marks the anniversaries of two large and famous battles: 100 years
from Gallipoli (1915) and 200 hundred years from Waterloo (1815). Gallipoli was a
place where imperial powers met in the Dardanelles (Çanakkale), and memorial
events have taken place during this spring at the site where the former enemies
now meet as friends. The time of imperialism was ending with the catastrophes of
the Great War, namely the First World War (1914-1918). Human losses were
unprecedented. Archaeologists from Turkey, Australia and New Zealand have
joined in the efforts to study their ancient battlefield in Gallipoli. Russian interests
were also on stake in Gallipoli, where imperial Russia wanted to secure the straits

of Dardanelles for its trade. Now studies have revealed old battle trenches, wires,
daggers and even tins that provided food for the soldiers.
The studies of battlefields usually include studies of landscapes and topography –
sometimes the strategies and tactics, even the results of battles can be
historically solved by studying the landscape with maps and work in situ. Interest
has grown in the more recent battlefields in Normandy in France, where the
Second World War invasion took place in 1944. Remote sensing and
photogrammetry can reveal information of the sites that may not be recognizable
with a naked eye. The antiquities legislation often does not restrict the studies of
more recent battle sites by the public. France has, however, had difficulties with
the masses who study the remains of the Second World War on its coast.
Battlefields are increasingly studied with metal detectors on the ground; those are
useful geophysical devices to be applied in archaeological studies, but they are
also used in more hazardous work. Some countries have restricted the use of
metal detectors (like France) to prevent the looting of antiquities. Firstly one needs
to find out whether the use is legal in a given country and secondly to have a
permission from the owner of the land to use a detector or/and the antiquities
authority of the country. A responsible metal detectorist always records the
locations of the finds, and if they are ancient, reports them to the authorities. For
science and cultural heritage the finds without information of their original context
become mute. The capture of the location information of the find and the
documentation of its context are essential procedures to preserve all the
information that the find can provide of its use and history as well as cultural
meaning.
After the war some people also wish to retrieve the remains of their lost loved
ones from the battlefields to rebury them with appropriate ceremonies. In my home
country the Finns are still looking for the sites of old battlefields in Karelia, now in
Russia, to bring soldiers back. The archival information can be of great use while
searching for the fallen soldiers, even exact coordinates are provided of the sites,
where some soldiers disappeared. The military identification tags of metal, if
recovered, may confirm the identity of a person. The monuments erected
commemorate on cemeteries and are part of cultural remains. They remind us of
the results of conflicts, hopefully teaching about the prices some have paid for
wars.
Some battles have become part of the popular culture in our shared memory. I
remember watching the film Gallipoli in 1985 in which young Mel Gibson was
playing a chief role, or listening to the Eurovision song contest winner “Waterloo”
by Abba from 1975 marking the musical sound of the decade. Waterloo
symbolises the final surrender, defeat or victory. When I had defended my PhD I
received a porcelain set decorated with the portraits of Napoleon and Josephine
surrounded by the golden letters of the word “Waterloo”. In addition, a gift included
the account of Napoleon’s time as a prisoner of war on the island of St. Helena
written by his doctor. Quite symbolic material of the battling through a degree.
I tried to read and retrieve ideas from the mind of Napoleon on St. Helena. Finland
had become part of Russia in 1809, because Napoleon and Czar Alexander I had
earlier divided Europe in the Treaty of Tilsit into their districts of interests. Small
countries were on the game board of imperialism then. Napoleon tried later to
conquer Russia, but he was not able to. The winter defeated him as it did the later
armies. We have a vivid account of this in Leo Tolstoy’s famous War and Peace –
the name of the book referring to the alternating times of human history in which
we are always loosing during the times of conflicts and wars.

Minna Lonnqvist
mlonnqvi61@hotmail.com

After the fall of Palmyra - The peril of the ruins is looming
As feared, ISIS (Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant) has
captured the World Heritage Site
of Palmyra from the Syrian
regime led by President Assad in
May 2015. Before the fall into the
hands of the extreme Islamist
militants Irina Bokova, the
Director-General of UNESCO, had appealed the parties of the war to save the
city.
Palmyra in the midst of the Syrian Desert is a caravan city that flourished along
the Silk Road during the Roman period. There are thousands of palm trees in this
desert oasis the name of which comes from the trees, like apparently its Arabic
name Tadmor. The ruins and archaeological artefacts of the city are of
irreplaceable value.
In the plain of the main ruins a colonnaded street stretches with arches flanked
with religious and administrative buildings leading to the Temple of Bel with a large
rectangular temenos that was inaugurated in AD 32. Furthermore, the Valley of
Tombs includes famous tower tombs that are a typical landmark of the city.
Limestone matches with the colour of the surrounding desert sand.
The Temple of Bel had already been struck in its various parts during the civil war
before the arrival of ISIS. The Syrian Antiquities authority has had an
archaeological guesthouse with offices inside the temenos, and there have been
evidence of looting before. Because of the unimaginable destruction of the ancient
remains in Iraq especially in Hatra, Nimrud and Nineveh by ISIS, a great fear
looms that this is going to be the policy also in Palmyra. Iconoclastic fury against
anthropomorphic figures is taking place – like in the case against the Bamiyan
Buddhas in Afghanistan by the Talibans for 14 years ago. However, the
communication to the city of Palmyra has been cut off, like electricity and water,
and the information cannot be about about the fate and the situation while this

article is written.
The Museum of Palmyra has included sculptures, sarcophagi and inscriptions of
the Palmyrene style. In art the style reflects the amalgamation of the GrecoRoman and Parthian features. Fortunately the major artefacts have been
evacuated from the museum. The present author led an archaeological project in
the neighbourhood in 2000-2010, and the finds have been stored in the museum
warehouses. There is no knowledge of their fate, however. ISIS is fuelling its war
and expansion not only with donations and the sale of oil but also looting
antiquities, organising their trafficking and illegal trade.

Minna Lonnqvist
mlonnqvi61@hotmail.com

CIPA participates at the Experts Meeting in UNESCO Beirut Office to
discuss inventories of Cultural Heritage in Syria
In the framework of the UNESCO project “Emergency safeguarding of the Syrian
Cultural Heritage”, a strategic meeting took place between 16 and 18 February at
the UNESCO Office in Beirut, to discuss about the state of the art in
documentation and inventory systems of built, tangible and intangible heritage in
Syria and the way to improve them in order to empower Directorate General of
Antiquities and Museums (DGAM) with this important tool in the current crisis
situation.
Participants to the meeting came from the Directorate General of Antiquities and
Museums of Syria (DGAM) as well as international institutions and organizations,
such as the Association of Schools for Oriental Research (ASOR- Syrian

Heritage Initiative), the International Council of Museums – Documentation
Committee (ICOM-CIDOC), the International Council of Monuments and Sites –
Heritage Documentation Committee (ICOMOS-CIPA), the International Centre for
the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM), the
German Archaeological Institute, the Institut Français du Proche Orient (IFPO
Damascus), the International Association Syrian Heritage in Danger –
International Research Initiative & Network (SHIRIN), the Université Saint-Joseph
in Lebanon, the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) and
the UNESCO World Heritage Centre.
During the meeting DGAM explained the problems they are facing since the crisis
started, especially concerning looting of archaeological sites, museums,
destruction and damage to all categories of cultural heritage all over the country.
At the same time they explained the actions and efforts taken by DGAM in order
to digitize and combine the different data bases in order to create a national
georeferenced system that permits a better control and assessment of the
condition and damage of cultural heritage.
In this regard, and as primary actions some important steps were taken between
the different parties in order to better coordinate international initiatives in terms of
satellite imagery analysis, information systems with data from Syrian built,
movable and intangible heritage, improvement of communication to share data
from archaeological missions and facilitate information to INTERPOL, as well as
to start thinking of ways to adopt international standards in data bases so as to
make systems compatible.
In this framework CIPA has recently joint the Roster of Experts and the
Information Sharing Network that UNESCO has launched to provide support and
expertise in this project. CIPA-Heritage Documentation, as an ICOMOS/ISPRS
scientific committee, can provide, through its individual members, valuable data
and information for the recovery phase, a strong training component, as well as
technical advice, expertise, cooperation and support in many different ways.

More info:
http://www.unesco.org/...
Ana Almagro Vidal
ana.almagro@gmail.com

Culture Cannot wait!
CIPA participates at the International Course on First Aid to Cultural
Heritage in times of crisis
Is it possible to reduce the damage to cultural heritage in the event of a natural
disaster or an armed conflict?
Recent dramatic events, such as Syria and Iraq heritage destruction and the
devastating aftermaths of the earthquake in Nepal, have brought to the forefront
the debate on how to protect, safeguard and document Cultural Heritage in crisis
situations. Is it possible to protect cultural heritage under such circumstances? If
yes, when is the right time to intervene and who can help in this task?
In the framework of ICCROM’s multi-partner and international programme on
Disaster Risk Management, an international course on First Aid to Cultural
Heritage in times of Crisis (FAC) was launched in 2010. FAC is aimed at
strengthening capacities for protecting cultural heritage during complex
emergencies, emphasizing cooperation and coordination with any emergency
response actors, and identifying areas of joint programming between culture and
humanitarian sectors. The final aim is to ensure that the affected communities
participate in their own cultural recovery, which in turn can become a driver for
peace and development.
An important aspect of this training in order to protect Cultural Heritage is
information collection, analysis and monitoring of sites and museum collections.
Data must be collected, processed and analyzed before any action can be taken.
In this regard a special module of this first aid course is dedicated to rapid
documentation and first assessment in case of emergencies.
This module, developed by CIPA members according to the specific needs of
such dramatic situations, includes references to the international community in
terms of documentation, charters and initiatives, an overview of the principles for
documentation, brief description of tools available for first aid (low cost and easy
to use), and a special emphasis on the 3x3 rules, with specific attention to all
aspects related to photographic survey as well as key aspects to consider for the
collection of basic and useful data for emergency decision making.
This year the course has been jointly organized by ICCROM, the Netherlands
National Commission for UNESCO and the Smithsonian Institution. It was held
from 30 March to 24 April 2015 in Amsterdam with study visits to other cities in the
Netherlands.

More info:
http://www.iccrom.org/courses/first-aid/
http://www.iccrom.org/first-aid-to-cultural-heritage-in-times-of-crisis/
Ana Almagro Vidal
ana.almagro@gmail.com

Workshops
Cultural heriritage 3D surveying & modeling

Summer School

12-19 July 2015, Paestum, Italy
AIMS of the summer school
The CIPA (http://cipa.icomos.org) summer school on “Cultural Heritage 3D
Surveying and Modeling”, organized within the activities of the Paestum project http://paestum.fbk.eu, gives the opportunity to scholars, PhD students,
researchers and specialists in the surveying and heritage fields to deepen their
knowledge and expertise with reality-based 3D modeling techniques. The summer
school consists of theoretical lectures (surveying, photogrammetry, active
sensors, etc.) and practical work, in the field and in the lab. The participants will
learn the basics in surveying and data acquisition (with digital cameras, laser
scanning sensors and UAV platforms) as well as practice with data processing
methods for 3D models and metric products generation.
The participants, during the practical works, will be divided in groups and with
some tutors they will exercise with photogrammetry, scanning and topography
both in the archaeological area and in the nearby museum. Each group will be
responsible of the digitization of artifacts and big structures and in the last day the
results will be presented. The participants must bring a laptop computer (middlehigh performances) and, possibly, a digital camera. Other instruments and
processing software will be distributed by the organizers.
The summer school is organized by CIPA within its dissemination and technology
transfer activities and with the financial support of the CIPA sustaining members.

CIPA - The International Committee for Documentation of Cultural Heritage
CIPA is an international committee of ICOMOS (www.icomos.org) and ISPRS
(www.isprs.org) aiming at keeping up with technology and ensuring its usefulness
for Cultural Heritage conservation, education and dissemination.
Preliminary program 12-19 July, 2015
Day 0 Sun 12/07 Arrival and icebreaking party @ 19:00
Day 1 Mon 13/07 Lectures: topography, photogrammetry, laser scanning, 3D
modeling
Day 2 Tue 14/07 Surveying / data acquisition in the archaeological area and
museum
Day 3 Wed 15/07 Surveying / data acquisition
Day 4 Thu 16/07 Data processing
Day 5 Fri 17/07 Data processing
Day 6 Sat 18/07 Final presentations and social dinner
Day 7 Sun 19/07 Sea and leaving/departure
Participation & registration
The registration fee for the participation is 600 Eur. The fee includes: lecture

material, entrance to the site and museum, full-board hotel, welcome party, social
dinner.
For the participation, please send a CV to Fabio Remondino – remondino@fbk.eu
– before June 5th, 2015. The max number of participants is 24. The participant
selection will be done according to the CV and order of arrival of the request.
Venue and location
Hotel Villa Rita, Paestum (SA) - http://www.hotelvillarita.it: the participants will stay
in double/triple rooms with full-board treatment. The hotel is very close to the
archaeological area and ca 1.5 km from the train station of Paestum. The closest
airport is Naples.

The archaeological site of PAESTUM
The ancient city of Paestum preserves ruins of Greek and Roman times and three very
well preserved Doric temples. Paestum is one of the most important archaeological sites
in Italy and was included in the UNESCO World Heritage list in 1998. Greeks from
Sybaris founded Paestum around 600 BC with the name of Poseidonia with urban spaces
divided into sacred, public and private areas. At the end of the 5th century BC Poseidonia
came under the control of the Lucani while in 273 BC, the city became a Roman colony.
The city was then abandoned during the Middle Ages and the archaeological area
remained submerged under marshes and brushwood for a long time. With the rediscovery
of the temples in the 18th century, Paestum came into knowledge again. Systematic
archaeological investigations started at the beginning of the last century and they are still
on going.

Lecturers and tutors:
Fabio Remondino – FBK Trento,
Italy

Andreas Georgopoulos – NTUA
Athens, Greece

Pierre Grussenmeyer – INSA
Strasbourg, France

Stratos
Stylianidis
Thessaloniki, Greece

Geert Verhoeven – LBI Vienna,
Austria

Jose’ Luis
Lerma –
Politecnica Valencia, Spain

Fabio Menna – FBK Trento, Italy

Erica Nocerino – FBK Trento, Italy

–

AUTH

Univ.

Fausta Fiorillo,
Salerno, Italy

University

of

Sara Gonizzi – Politecnico of
Milano, Italy

Isabella Toschi – FBK Trento, Italy

Raphael Heno – ENSG, France

Summer school partners
Archaeological superintendence for Campania region - responsible: Dr.
Adele Campanelli
National archaeological museum of Paestum - responsible: Dr. Maria
Annunziata Cipriani

Fabio Remondino
remondino@fbk.eu

Report of ISPRS/CIPA workshop Underwater 3D recording & modeling
16-17 April 2015, Piano di Sorrento, Italy
The 1st UNDERWATER 3D RECORDING & MODELING conference was held
at the Villa Fondi di Sangro in Piano di Sorrento, Italy from April 16th to the 17th,
2015. It was jointly organized by Fabio Menna, Erica Nocerino, and Fabio
Remondino (Bruno Kessler Foundation), Silvio del Pizzo (Parthenope University
of Naples), Fabio Bruno (University of Calabria, Italy) . This was the first event in
what should be a series of bi- or tri-annual workshops on the applications of
photogrammetry and 3D modelling in subaquatic environments. The workshop
was supported by ISPRS and CIPA with sponsorship by 3D Research s.r.l.,
Prisma Ambiente s.r.l., Campi Flegrei Diving Center s.r.l., the Marine Protected
Area of Punta Campanella, and the Piano di Sorrento Municipality.

The workshop was attended by 86 individuals from 14 different countries
(Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, USA-Hawaii). Of the 40 submitted abstracts, 35 were
selected for publication, 21 for presentation, and 15 for posters. Three keynote
speakers set the tone for the topics throughout the conference. Mark Shortis
(RMIT University, Australia) started the conference off discussing “A Review of
Calibration, Validation and 3D Measurement Techniques for Underwater StereoVideo Systems.” Later in the day, Pierre Drap (CNRS, France), presented “Deep
Underwater Surveys by Photogrammetry for Underwater Archeology and Marine
Biology.” Finally, Guido Gay (Gaymarine, Italy) presented “A solo-handled sail
yacht exploring seabed beyond -1000m depth.” The workshop papers were
published in The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing
and
Spatial
Information
Sciences
(http://www.isprs.org/publications/archives.aspx), Volume XL-5/W5.

The workshop started with the opening ceremony on the morning of April 16th,
Antonino Miccio, the director of the Marine protected area of Punta Campanella
and also on behalf of the mayor of Piano di Sorrento, welcomed the participants,
wishing them insightful and fruitful discussions about the use of new 3D
technologies in helping marine protected area management and monitoring. Fabio
Menna, workshop co-organiser, then presented CIPA and the various

commissions of ISPRS with particular focus to Commission V and, as such,
opened the workshop.

3D movies from the underwater photographer Roberto Rinaldi, shown during coffee and lunch
breaks.

In total, 4 paper awards were given to researchers for their article contributions.
Two papers won the best paper award related to underwater sensors and are
invited to submit an extended revisited version to the Sensors journal, on the
special issue "Sensors and Techniques for 3D Object Modeling in Underwater
Environments" (http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors/special_issues/3DOM).
COMPACT HANDHELD FRINGE PROJECTION BASED UNDERWATER
3D-SCANNER, C. Bräuer-Burchardt, M. Heinze, I. Schmidt, P. Kühmstedt,
and G. Notni
BUILDING A 3D REFERENCE MODEL FOR CANAL TUNNEL
SURVEYING USING SONAR AND LASER SCANNING, E. Moisan, P.
Charbonnier, P. Foucher, P. Grussenmeyer, S. Guillemin, and M. Koehl
Two papers won the best paper award related to underwater heritage applications
and are invited to submit an extended revisited version to the “Digital Applications
in

Archaeology

and

Cultural

Heritage

(DAACH)”

journal

(http://www.journals.elsevier.com/digital-applications-in-archaeology-and-culturalheritage/).
3D RECORDING OF UNDERWATER ANTIQUITIES IN THE SOUTH
EUBOEAN GULF, E. Diamanti and F. Vlachaki
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF
MARBLE CARGOS SHIPWRECK, C. Balletti, C. Beltrame, E. Costa, F.
Guerra, and P. Vernier
No workshop would be complete without the usual social events. The first night of
the conference opened with a social dinner at the nearby Ristorante la Ripetta,
where the conference attendees virtually took over the restaurant and enjoyed the
local tastes of Southern Italy. The following night closed the conference with an
aperitif at Bar Kontatto, which was also responsible for catering the food during the
coffee breaks and lunches at the conference. The workshop followed the next day
with a guided boat tour of Punta Campanella and the near-by Protected Marine
Area.

Participants enjoying the locally catered food and coffee, social dinner, and boat tour

The workshop was a success, as was noted by the attendance right up until the
last paper was presented. Of course, any conference is a good opportunity for
networking and connecting with researchers interested in similar topics. The
number of attendees and enthusiasm of participation demonstrates the importance
of the topic of this conference. The challenge of underwater photogrammetry and
3D modelling is clearly still a developing field and a strong area of interest for
many researchers, as demonstrated by this project. One can expect that future
conferences will be equally well received, and as such a tentative future
conference will be scheduled for either 2017 or 2018.
Matthew Luke Vincent
Universidad de Murcia, Spain

Summer school « Photogrammetry for archeologists and architects »

24/08/2015 – 28/08/2015
This training session organized by the ENSG (Ecole nationale des sciences
géographiques) at Forcalquier, in the Provence area in south of France, from the
24th to the 28th of august, is meant to show the most recent close range
photogrammetric tools. There will be theoretical courses, practical exercises in the
field, and data processing on free software in the office.
Some quick information:
Duration: 5 days
Fees: 690 euros
Full-board accommodation: 60 euros/day
Working language : French
+ Exhaustive program at:
http://www.ensg.eu/Ecole-d-ete-2015-en-photogrammetrie
raphaele.heno@ensg.eu

Projects
Presentation of the project E-Cathédrale
The cathedral of Notre-Dame d'Amiens was built between 1220 and c.~1270, and
it is one of the most emblematic examples of Gothic architecture in France. The
cathedral has been listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1981 and was
visited by an average of over 700 thousand tourists per year in 2002-2009.
In 2010, the MIS laboratory of the University of Picardie Jules Verne, has
launched E-Cathédrale, a 15-year program of research and scientific development
gravitating around a digital model of the cathedral of Amiens. The goal of ECathédrale is twofold: create an accurate and realistic 3D model of the interior and
exterior of the cathedral, and design powerful interfaces leveraging this model for
the general public as well as specialists (art historians, architects, scholars, etc.).
Indeed, the dense 3D point-cloud of the model can be used for virtual visits,
safeguard and preservation, scientific study, educational activities (e.g. via
serious games), and to raise awareness of cultural heritage and improve the
accessibility of the site.
Laser - telemetry, photogrammetry, and topography were instrumental in building
the virtual model of the cathedral. Some recent results of are reported in the next
figures.

In E-Cathédrale program, we are also developping some research projects. For

example, the next figure shows views obtained by automatic navigation inside the
3D dense model by maximising relevant information.

For further information visit the web-page of E-Cathédrale:
https://mis.u-picardie.fr/E-Cathedrale/en
PI and contact: Prof. El Mustapha Mouaddib,
University of Picardie Jules Verne, MIS Laboratory, 14 Quai de la Somme, 80000
Amiens, France.
E-mail: mouaddib@u-picardie.fr

Project Mosul
Project Mosul is a volunteer initiative to create virtual models of recently
destroyed cultural heritage in Iraq, as seen in the video of the violence at the
Mosul Museum circulated in February 2015. By starting a positive effort to
engage communities across the globe that wish to preserve our knowledge of
this valuable heritage for future generations, the project aims to facilitate the
empowerment of people to participate in cultural preservation and restoration in
face of its unnecessary loss. The recent acts of cultural destruction have been
described by UNESCO as a ‘cultural tragedy’ and strongly condemned by
ICOMOS. Beyond just destruction, we are witness to looting and black market
sales of cultural heritage from Iraq, Syria and beyond. But we need not feel
helpless nor passive spectators…
The core team of Project Mosul, with the expertise it possesses from its training,
wanted to respond quickly to the on-going cultural loss by building the tools, in
the form of a web platform and masking software, that would allow for the 3D
virtual reconstruction of the destroyed artefacts. This initial team is being joined
daily by volunteers from around the world. These are people looking to make a
positive difference in the preservation of cultural heritage. Likewise the project is
growing in scope to offer its facilities for digital reconstruction for the artefacts
that have been damaged or destroyed at other sites such as Hatra and Nimrud.
Project Mosul aims to avoid the rhetoric of hate with which these acts of
destruction have been associated and instead wants to focus on a message of
hope: by working together, it is possible to preserve our shared memory and
connections to our cultural heritage, even renew and invigorate it, regardless of
the acts of destruction currently being perpetrated upon it.
What the project practically proposes is to use crowd-sourced images to virtually
recreate artefacts as 3D objects using the latest in photogrammetry techniques.
These 3D representations will then be presented in an online museum where the
data will be freely accessible to the public.
While these 3D objects can never replace the artefacts that have been
destroyed, they can serve as a starting point to keep the memory of these
objects and their meaning alive. The 3D objects may initially serve in helping
identify stolen items and aid researchers working on the destroyed items. Virtual

reconstruction is not an end in itself, however, but the start of a reengagement
with the meaning of these objects. It is hoped that the virtual representations will
give an additional tool to the communities that wish to think about, learn about,
and work on the preservation and dissemination of these important elements of a
national, regional and global history, and to return a sense of agency to those left
helpless in the face of the destruction of their heritage.
Project Mosul is working closely together with other organisations, not least the
local management of the Mosul Museum, but also initiatives such as the EU's
4D-Ch-World.
Volunteers are still being sought for a variety of tasks:
Sourcing of data
Sorting of uploaded images
Masking of images
Coding/web development
Administration
Processing of photogrammetric models
Project Mosul can be contacted through its website or through twitter
@projectmosul
Links:
http://projectmosul.org/
http://www.4d-ch-world.eu/
http://www.europeana.eu
http://www.cyark.org/news/a-statement-from-icomos

Marinos Ioannides
gammat@cytanet.com.cy

Sustaining Members
Archeotech

Archeotech offers more than 30 years of experience and
the latest technology for site surveys and 3D
reconstruction of historic monuments and archaeological excavations.
Aerial photogrammetry with all types of UAV
Terrestrial laser scanners
Photogrammetry service on line

www.archeotech.ch

TPLM-3D
TPLM-3D

is a service provider

specialized in laser-scanning surveys
for

industry,

architecture

and

civil

engineering. Since the beginning of the
company in 2004, we always have brought a quality answer, tailor made to the
customers needs.
Today, 9 persons work for TPLM-3D and 5% of the turnover is invested in R&D on
3D modeling. We thus intend to constantly improve the quality of the work done
and to propose innovative products in our production.
On of our ongoing projects is the survey of roman abbey in the central part of
France.

RIEGL LIDAR 2015 User Conference
Hong Kong and Guangzhou: Hong Kong Opening with Impressing Keynotes
and Significant RIEGL Product News

RIEGL launched the first part of its ambitious LIDAR 2015 " One Conference,
Two Exciting Locations" in Hong Kong. More than 300 attendees from 40
countries came together to learn about the latest news from RIEGL.
The official welcome note was delivered by Mr. Christian Schierer, Austrian Trade
Commissioner for Hong Kong.
Dr. Johannes Riegl, CEO, opened the conference with background on the
conference concept and exciting and significant product introductions, as well as
a brief company history and outlook to the future.
The featured keynote was delivered by Mr. Lawrie Jordan, Director of Imagery at
ESRI, in a fascinating overview and outlook on how LiDAR is able to support
ESRI's efforts to generate the map of the future. Today's final keynote was a
technical presentation on RIEGL's core technologies delivered by Dr. Andreas
Ullrich, CTO.
The conference continues with an impressive lineup of more than 100 expert
presenters from around the world, giving LiDAR related presentations in various
tracks such as UAV-Based Scanning, Mining, Bathymetry, Mobile, Archeology,
and more. In the exhibition, more than 25 leading international geospatial firms
such as platinum sponsor ESRI and Gold Sponsors Applanix, Flying-Cam and
Trimble, inform about their products and services.
As it was expected, RIEGL uses the conference to present some innovative news
in hard- and software:
Introduction of the NEW RIEGL VUX-1 Series of high performance LiDAR
Sensors for KINEMATIC Laser Scanning; VUX-1HA High Accuracy, VUX-1
UAV, and the VUX-1LR Long Range
Introduction of the NEW RIEGL VP-1 ultra-compact, fully integrated helipod
for Airborne Laser Scanning with VUX-1LR sensor, camera solution, and
IMU/ GNSS
Introduction of the NEW RIEGL VMQ-450 Mobile Laser Scanning System
featuring a single scanning head for cost effective mobile mapping
Introduction of the new upgraded software package RiSCAN Pro 2.1
featuring dramatic increase in speed of scan registration as well as faster
processing speeds, HD image support, and many other improvements for
the RIEGL VZ users
Important new announcement of RiACQUIRE 2.0 acquisition software for all
RIEGL kinematic solutions
Thanks to our media sponsors!
LiDAR News, American Surveyor, Geoinformatics, xyHt, Point Of Beginning, GIM
International, Earth Imaging Journal, SPAR Point Group, Geoconnexion, GeoProfi

Russia, Inside Unmanned Systems, GIS Business, Vector 1 Media, GIS Café,
Directions, International Mining, Geomatics World, Business Geomatics,
Geospatial Media, MyCoordinates, and GisResources!

RIEGL LIDAR 2015 Hong Kong Opening (from left to right):
Johannes Riegl Jr. (CMO), Lawrie Jordan (Director of Imagery Esri), Dr. Johannes Riegl (CEO),
and Christian Schierer (Austrian Trade Commissioner for Hong Kong).

About RIEGL:

The Austrian based firm RIEGL Laser
Measurement Systems is a performance leader
in research, development and production of
terrestrial, industrial, mobile, bathymetric,
airborne and UAS-based laser scanning systems. RIEGL’s innovative hard- and
software provides powerful solutions for nearly all imaginable fields of application.
Worldwide sales, training, support and services are delivered from RIEGL's
Austrian headquarters and its offices in Vienna and Salzburg, main offices in the
USA, Japan, and in China, and by a worldwide network of representatives
covering Europe, North and South America, Asia, Australia and Africa.
For more information, visit www.riegl.com

Breuckmann Scanner – now by AICON 3D Systems

In the course of its evolution mankind has
created magnificent works of arts whose
heritage must be preserved. The digital
acquisition and documentation of these master
pieces with breuckmann Scanners are therefore increasingly gaining in
importance — be it in architecture, fine arts, archaeology or paleontology. The
contact-free 3D scanning technology can be carried out in the museum as well as

at the archaeological site, allows for delicate objects to be handled with the utmost
care and provides detailed 3D data with high-resolution color textures for thorough
studies without using the original. Since May 2015, the Breuckmann GmbH is
merged into AICON 3D Systems GmbH. The new address is now AICON 3D
Systems GmbH - Scanner Innovation Center.
www.aicon3d.com/breuckmann-scanner/arts-culture.html
info@aicon3d.com

Original painting and its 3D scanning data: A detail of Claude Monet’s “Water Lillies”
(Kunstmuseum Winterthur, Switzerland)

Three-dimensional close range architecture documentation of a temple in Banteay Chhmar
(Cambodia)

Fraunhofer IGD Competence Center for Cultural Heritage
Innovative documentation methods for cultural
heritage artefacts are becoming increasingly
important. This heightened relevance results
from both the desire to provide better access to
unique objects, e.g. to make museum collections easily available to a wider
audience, and the looming threat of losing them due to disasters.
3D digitization has proved to be a promising approach to enable automated and
precise reconstructions of heritage objects. With this focus, the Fraunhofer IGD
Competence Center for Cultural Heritage Digitization has been founded to develop
fast and economic digitization technologies for an accurate virtual reproduction of
heritage objects. The used reconstruction techniques digitize objects by using a
variety of sensors and light-sources under controlled environmental conditions for
comparable results of the highest quality.

CultLab3D (www.cultlab3d.de) is the world’s first automatic modular 3D digitization
pipeline developed by the Competence Center for Cultural Heritage Digitization. It
combines state-of-the-art scanning and lighting technologies to capture the exact
geometry, texture, and optical material properties such as reflection and
absorption characteristics of heritage objects to allow for a photo-realistic
representation. By automating the scanning process, CultLab3D greatly reduces
the time needed for object digitization. Special scanning arcs on a conveyor belt
and scanners mounted to robotic arms shorten the scanning process to several
minutes, compared to several hour with other scanning methods. CultLab3D was
recognized with an award at the 2013 Digital Heritage conference in Marseille,
France. The project CultLab3D is funded by funded by the German Federal
Ministry for Economics and Technology.

Fraunhofer IGD is the world's leading institute for applied research in Visual
Computing. With the Competence Centre Cultural Heritage Digitization founded in
2012, Fraunhofer IGD places one focal point of research on the cultural heritage
sector by developing 3D technologies used for preserving, documenting and
virtually reproducing heritage artifacts.

The Getty Conservation Institute, and its partner World Monuments Fund, are
excited to announce the release of version 3.0 of the Arches heritage inventory

and management system, an open source software platform. Arches v. 3.0
contains a new, fully-redesigned and mobile-friendly User Interface, a new
Reference Data Manager, a module which enables the creation and editing of
controlled vocabularies used in Arches, a streamlined installation process, and
many more new features. Arches v 3.0 was used as the basis for the recently
launched HistoricPlacesLA.org, the Los Angeles Historic Resources Inventory.
Learn more by consulting a factsheet about Arches v. 3.0 or by reviewing the
updated documentation for the software, or visit the downloads page of the Arches
website at http://archesproject.org.
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